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The three-dimensional incompressible Euler equations are time-reversible. This property
should be preserved as well as possible by numerical discretizations. This article investi-
gates the time-reversibility properties of various solvers designed for incompressible
Navier–Stokes computations. The test case is the inviscid Taylor–Green vortex, which
becomes ‘‘turbulent” before the time is reversed to try to recover the initial condition.
The simulations are performed using high and low order finite difference solvers as well
as using a pseudo-spectral solver. Various time-stepping schemes are also investigated.
Although the flow statistics are significantly affected by the accuracy of the space discret-
ization, the time-reversibility is not because most space-discretizations are time-reversible
for an exact time-stepping. The crucial factor for time-reversibility is the accuracy of the
time-stepping scheme and its interaction with the space-discretization. Furthermore, an
important practical requirement for the solver is to be energy conserving in order to avoid
numerical instability. An energy conserving solver using an accurate time-stepping is then
able to go back almost perfectly from a complex ‘‘turbulent” flow to the simple initial con-
dition. Therefore, we propose that this constitutes a severe and useful benchmark that
Navier–Stokes solvers should challenge. The present investigations and their conclusions
are also supported by parallel 1-D investigations, using the non-linear convection equation
(inviscid Burgers) and the linear convection equation.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It is easily verified that the incompressible continuous Euler equations
r � u ¼ 0; ð1aÞ
ou
ot
þ ðu � rÞu ¼ �rP; ð1bÞ
with P ¼ p=q the reduced pressure, are time-reversible. If ðuðx; tÞ; pðx; tÞÞ is a solution of the system, then ð�uðx;�tÞ; pðx;�tÞÞ
is also a solution. Therefore, if u�ðxÞ is the solution at time t� of the problem with an initial condition u0ðxÞ then �u0ðxÞ is the
solution at time t� of the problem with an initial condition �u�ðxÞ. It is legitimate to expect a numerical discretization of the
Euler equations to preserve this time-reversibility property. Note also that the time-reversibility property was previously
used by Carati et al. [1] to assess models for explicitly filtered LES because the explicit filtering does not alter the time-revers-
ibility of the equations.
. All rights reserved.
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The aim of this paper is to investigate the time-reversibility property of various Navier–Stokes solvers running with the
viscosity deliberately set to zero and without any subgrid-scale model. A fully periodic test case was chosen to avoid the
possible influence of the boundary conditions. The present study is thus entirely focused on the behavior of the discretization
of the convective term and its interaction with the time stepping scheme. This is indeed the more relevant term in high Rey-
nolds number flows.

The initial condition of the present investigation is the simple analytical Taylor–Green vortex. Then, the flow freely
evolves and eventually becomes ‘‘turbulent”. Small-scales are generated and, since there is no viscosity, the energy spectrum
EðkÞ tends to a k2 behavior at the high wave numbers. Then, the sign of the velocities is changed and the simulation is run
further. This is equivalent to going back in time. The ability of the solver to recover the initial condition is then assessed.

Three different energy-conserving space discretizations are compared in the present study: two centered finite difference
schemes and a pseudo-spectral method. The first finite difference scheme is second order accurate whereas the second one is
fourth order accurate. In all three solvers, two time-stepping schemes are available: a second order Adams–Bashforth
scheme (AB2) and a third order Runge–Kutta method (RK3).

It is observed that the accuracy of the spatial discretization does not directly influence the time-reversibility of the solver;
even though the flow statistics strongly depend on it. An energy conserving scheme is however absolutely required since, on
the one hand, any spurious injection of energy leads to a fast blow up of the computation and, on the other hand, a system-
atic dissipation of energy obviously makes it impossible to recover the initial condition. Provided the energy is conserved, the
time-reversibility mainly depends on the accuracy of the time discretization scheme because it is shown that the solvers
would be perfectly reversible if the time-stepping was exact. Hence, for the same spatial discretization, RK3 performs much
better than AB2 (which is known to be slightly unstable for purely convective linear problems, even when using a small time
step, as done is this investigation). However, the space discretization also interferes with the time-stepping because the
accuracy of the time-stepping depends on its eigenvalues. Consequently, in all cases, the present second order finite differ-
ence solver is the best at recovering the initial condition among the studied schemes. As the lack of exact energy conserva-
tion of the discrete solver is also due to time stepping errors, there is a strong correlation between energy conservation and
time-reversibility.

To recover well enough the initial condition, one needs an energy conserving space discretization and an accurate time-
stepping. This also ensures that the energy will be very well conserved. Therefore, the present time-reversibility test is pro-
posed as a sensitive test for energy conserving schemes. Those are especially important for Navier–Stokes solvers and also for
LES solvers that use explicit subgrid-scale modeling. They are also important to study the non-linear dynamics of the Euler
equation (e.g., see [2]) and to try to give answers to fundamental questions such as the possible finite time singularity in the
Euler equations. Here, especially, the effects of the numerics must be sufficiently understood before any definite answer can
be given.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the solvers assessed in this study. Then, Section 3 presents
the Taylor–Green vortex test case and the numerical parameters used. The results obtained on this test case are presented in
Section 4. They are further analyzed in Section 5 where they are compared to 1D results in order to clearly identify the factors
governing the time-reversibility properties.

2. Numerical methods

This section describes first the two finite difference solvers (referred to as FD2 and FD4) and then the pseudo-spectral
solver (PS) used in this investigation.

2.1. Finite difference solvers

Both finite difference codes solve the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations on Cartesian MAC grids. The equations are
integrated in time using a fractional-step method introducing the pressure gradient in the computation of the intermediate
velocity. It was called the ‘‘delta” form for the pressure by Lee et al. [3]. This form allows simple boundary conditions for the
pressure and the intermediate velocity field. When the convective term is integrated using AB2, the time-stepping scheme
reads
u� � un

Dt
¼ �1

2
3Hn �Hn�1
� �

�rPn; ð2aÞ

r2u ¼ 1
Dt
r � u�; ð2bÞ

unþ1 � u�

Dt
¼ �ru; ð2cÞ

Pnþ1 ¼ Pn þu; ð2dÞ
where Hn is the convective term, u� is the intermediate velocity field and Pn is the reduced pressure. Two time-step-
ping schemes are available in both solvers: AB2 and RK3. In RK3, the divergence-free constraint in enforced at each
substep.
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2.1.1. Second order solver (FD2)
The convective term is discretized in the divergence form (oðuiujÞ=oxj) using second order centered differences and

interpolations. This discretization of the convective term conserves a priori the momentum and it conserves the energy
provided that the solution is numerically divergence-free (see [4]). The Poisson equation for the pressure is solved using
a direct method. The problem is decomposed in Fourier modes in the x- an y-directions while it is discretized using sec-
ond order finite differences in the z-direction. Modified wave numbers are introduced to ensure the discrete mass con-
servation. This finally leads to tridiagonal systems to solve. The whole solver is described in detail in [5].
2.1.2. Fourth order solver (FD4)
The equations are discretized in space using the fourth order finite difference scheme of Vasilyev [6]. The skew-symmetric

form of the discretization of the convective term, that is used here, is designed to a priori conserve energy on Cartesian
stretched meshes. The Poisson equation for the pressure is solved using an efficient iterative multigrid solver, with a
Gauss–Seidel smoother, up to a prescribed low level residual.

2.2. Pseudo-spectral solver (PS)

This code is based on the pseudo-spectral methodology. The incompressible Euler equations are solved in the Fourier
space. If one used an explicit Euler time-step, this would read
bui
� � bui

n

Dt
¼ �Ikj

dun
i un

j ; ð3aÞ

bui
nþ1 ¼ bui

� � ki
kj buj

�

kmkm
ð3bÞ
with I2 ¼ �1, and where bð�Þ corresponds to the Fourier transform and k is the wave number. The equations are here inte-
grated in time using the RK3 scheme of Williamson [7] or the AB2 scheme. The incompressibility constraint is imposed at
each substep of the RK3 scheme. The non-linear term is evaluated pseudo-spectrally using fast Fourier transforms. In order
to conserve the energy, the code is fully dealiased by applying the 2/3 rule (see [8]). By default, a spherical truncation in the
Fourier space is also applied: the modes with jkj > n=2 are set to zero. For the cases where the spherical truncation is not
used, the solver will be referred to as PSw=oT.
3. Numerical setup

The simulation is initialized using the Taylor–Green vortex:
u ¼ sinðxÞ cosðyÞ cosðzÞ; ð4aÞ
v ¼ � cosðxÞ sinðyÞ cosðzÞ; ð4bÞ
w ¼ 0: ð4cÞ
This can be decomposed as the sum of eight Fourier modes of equal wavelength jkj ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

so that its discrete spectrum only
has one non-zero mode (Eðk ¼ 2Þ). The domain is the periodic cubic box of periodicity L ¼ 2p, here discretized using 96 grid
points in each direction. The time step used in all simulations is very small: Dt ¼ 10�3.

The simulation is run until a time trev (forward simulation), after which the time is reversed. This time reversal is simply
obtained by switching the sign of the velocity field. The simulation is then run again for the same number of time steps as
before (backward simulation), so that an ideal solver should recover exactly the initial condition. As the Adams–Bashforth
scheme is not self-starting, the time reversal is somewhat trickier: one computes an additional time-step in the forward sim-
ulation, and it can be used to compute the first time-step of the backward simulation.
4. Results

The Taylor–Green Vortex evolves naturally from its very simple initial condition because of its initial pressure gradient in
z. It eventually undergoes a transition to high complexity and ‘‘turbulence”. The initial phase of the flow was studied in detail
by Brachet et al. [9] using direct numerical simulation (DNS) at various Reynolds numbers. As the problem is here solved
without explicit dissipation, the energy piles up in the highest wave numbers of the spectrum leading to EðkÞ / k2. The
resulting ‘‘turbulent” flow has no physical meaning but is here used to investigate the time-reversibility of the solvers: they
should be able to go back from this complex field to the simple initial condition.

Hereafter, the behavior of the three solvers is compared in two cases: first, AB2 is used and the time reversal occurs at
trev ¼ 8, second, RK3 is used and the time reversal occurs at trev ¼ 10. Then, the influence of the resolution is studied for both
time-stepping schemes with trev ¼ 8 and, finally, the influence of the time reversal time is studied for the combination FD4-
AB2.
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4.1. Comparison of the solvers using AB2

For the first comparison of the solvers, the time reversal occurs at trev ¼ 8 when the flow is already very complex.
The flow field at times of interest is visualized in Fig. 1 using iso-surfaces of the k2 criterion as defined in Jeong and Huss-

ain [10] obtained using FD4 and AB2. This clearly reveals the high complexity of the flow when the time is reversed, after
8000 time-steps. We can also compare the initial condition and the flow field obtained after the backward simulation.
Fig. 1. Visualization of the flow using one iso-surface of k2 ¼ �0:025 for the case FD4-AB2 with time reversal at trev ¼ 8: t ¼ 0 (above), trev ¼ 8 (center) and
t ¼ 16 (below).
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The enstrophy E ¼ 1
2 hxixii is a diagnostic that is much more sensitive to the small-scale structures than the energy. Its

time history is shown in Fig. 4. The enstrophy increases monotonically in the forward simulation, as energy is transferred
from the large initial scales of the flow to the smaller generated scales. In the backward simulation, the solvers are able
to withdraw energy from the small scales to transfer it back to the large ones. The global trend of both solutions is identical,
but the maximum enstrophy obtained using FD2 is 30% lower that the maximum value obtained using FD4, as expected be-
cause of the higher order. However, the PS solver reaches a lower maximum enstrophy than FD4 does because the spherical
truncation removes high wave number modes that contribute significantly to the enstrophy. Indeed, the enstrophy obtained
with PSw=oT is well above that obtained using FD4. Globally, all solvers succeed very well in going back in time and the error
after the backward simulation is small. Yet, the best recovery of the initial value is obtained using FD2, as already observed.
Furthermore, the maximum entrophy does not determine the time-reversibility performance of the solvers since the FD4
solver better recovers the initial enstrophy than the PS solver does.

The energy spectra are shown in Fig. 5, in order to better understand the energy transfer achieved between the various
scales of the problem. The initial spectrum only has one wave number for which the energy is non-zero. At the end of the
forward simulation, the energy is equally distributed among the last modes of the spectrum (equipartition of energy). The
spectrum is then proportional to the area of the wave number shell: EðkÞ / k2. Consequently, the compensated energy spec-
tra k�2EðkÞ should exhibit a plateau; Fig. 5 indeed exhibits such a plateau at t ¼ trev for all solvers. For the high wave numbers,
the spectrum obtained using PS is slightly above that obtained using the others. This is mainly because the other solvers have
energized modes that are beyond the last spherical shell of the spectrum. During the backward simulation, the three solvers
succeed in backscattering energy from the high wave numbers to the low wave numbers. At the end, the amplitude of the
only one mode of the Taylor–Green vortex is well recovered, while the remaining ‘‘noise” of the spectra is almost fully equi-
partitioned but at a very low level. This is especially true for FD4, PS and PSw=oT. This ‘‘noise” corresponds to the wiggles that
can be observed in Fig. 1 at time t ¼ 16. For FD2, there is equipartition except for k ¼ 3;4;5. In particular, the mode k ¼ 3 is
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quite energized. The spurious energy content of the high wave number modes is less in the present FD2 solver than in the
present FD4 and PS solvers; they are however very low for all solvers.

When the forward simulation is run further in time than t ¼ 8, the accumulation of errors prevents the solvers from
recovering the initial condition after the backward simulation. For instance, Fig. 6 shows the results obtained using FD4 with
AB2 and time reversal at trev ¼ 10. The relative error of energy conservation continues to grow after the time reversal and the
plateau that is reached at the end of the backward simulation is much higher than in the previous case with trev ¼ 8 (Fig. 2).
Also, the time history of hu2i is no longer symmetrical with respect to trev ¼ 10. The statistics of the flow field after the back-
ward simulation are significantly different from the initial condition. A similar behavior is also obtained when using trev ¼ 8
(as in the reference case) but with larger timesteps.

4.2. Comparison of the solvers using RK3

For the same spatial discretization, Fig. 6 shows that the RK3 time-stepping scheme outperforms the AB2 scheme because
it is stable for convection problems but mainly because it is more accurate. The time-reversibility of the combination FD4-
RK3 is much better than FD4-AB2. Therefore, the comparison between the solvers using RK3 is performed using the challeng-
ing case trev ¼ 10.
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The time history of the energy shown in Fig. 7 is totally different from that shown in Fig. 2. The energy obtained using RK3 is
decreasing. This is a consequence of the stability of the RK3 scheme for convection problems. However, the energy continues to
decrease monotonically after the time reversal, whereas AB2 had a different behavior in the forward and in the backward sim-
ulations. Finally, the smallest loss of energy is obtained using FD2. The loss of energy increases with the order of the scheme. It
can also be observed that the loss of energy increases significantly when the spherical truncation is removed in the PS solver.
Furthermore, the energy is still decreasing after t ¼ 14 whereas it reaches a plateau for the other solvers.

The time history of the turbulence intensities is shown in Fig. 8. The four evolutions are very close to each other until
t ¼ 8. Then, hw2i obtained using PSw=oT is more energized than the others; hw2iFD2 being the least energized. Again, this is
due to truncation and dispersion errors. The backward simulation leads to two different behaviors. First, FD2 and PS give
nearly symmetrical evolutions, i.e. very good time-reversibility, and only the zoom of the end of the time-history of hw2i re-
veals a small error. Second, the evolutions obtained using FD4 and PSw=oT are asymmetrical but close to each other. Eventu-
ally, they end up with a significantly energized hw2i. This two different behaviors are also very clear in the time history of the
enstrophy in Fig. 9. The time histories obtained using FD2 and PS are very symmetrical yet, at the end of the backward sim-
ulation, the enstrophy obtained using PS is slightly larger than that of the initial field. The enstrophy evolutions obtained
using FD4 and PSw=oT are asymmetrical since they increase again after t ’ 15. The final enstrophy obtained using PSw=oT is
larger than that obtained using FD4. It can also be observed that the maximum enstrophy obtained using PS is again smaller
than that obtained using FD4. But, when the spherical truncation is removed, the maximum enstrophy is larger than that
obtained using FD4, as expected.

The compensated energy spectra k�2EðkÞ are shown in Fig. 10. They are very similar to those previously obtained in Fig. 5.
The plateau in the highest wave numbers is visible just before the time reversal. All spectra are very close to each other. That
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obtained using the PS solver is slightly above the others because the spherical truncation restrains the energy transfer to
fewer modes that are thus more energized. Compared to the results obtained using AB2, the level of the ‘‘noise” after the
backward simulation is significantly larger for the solvers. This confirms that this case is much more challenging than the
previous one. Finally, the energy spectra at t
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4.4. Influence of the time reversal time

The influence of the time-reversal time is studied in more detail for the combination FD4-AB2. The resolution and the
time-step are taken as in Section 3 and are kept constant. The time reversibility test is performed using several values for
trev lying in the interval ½4; 12�.

Fig. 12 shows the L2-norm of the error after the backward simulation with respect to the initial condition for the various
time reversal times. The error always increases when trev increases. However, for trev > 8:5, the error first increases faster
then tends to saturate. Fig. 13 shows the time history of the enstrophy of all simulations reported in Fig. 12. The fast increase
of the error corresponds to cases where the enstrophy increases at the end of the backward simulation, although it should
decrease monotonically during the whole backward simulation. This behavior was already observed in Fig. 9.

5. Further analysis and discussion

The results above show that the present FD2 solver is better at recovering the initial condition than the present FD4
and PS solvers. It may seem surprising that a low order numerical method outperforms higher order methods and that
coarsening the grid improves the time-reversibility. This section is devoted to the explanation of this behavior. It will be
shown that the accuracy of the time-stepping is critical while the spatial accuracy does not directly influence the time-
reversibility. Also, energy conservation is shown to be required to be able to perform both the forward and the backward
simulation.
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If one assumes an exact time-stepping, the semi-discrete Euler equations read
rh � uh ¼ 0; ð5aÞ
duh

dt
þHhðuhÞ ¼ �rhPh; ð5bÞ
where HhðuhÞ is the discretized convective term. Similarly to the continuous case, this system is time reversible if
HhðuhÞ ¼ Hhð�uhÞ: ð6Þ
This condition is not very restrictive because it is verified by most basic discretizations of the convective term. Notable
exceptions are upwind biased schemes that are of course not reversible.

The symmetry condition (6) shows that the time-reversibility is intrinsically independent of the accuracy, i.e. the order, of
the space discretization. It is a matter of symmetry rather than a matter of precision. Moreover, it also implies that most of
the errors introduced by a space discretization scheme satisfying (6) are reversible and do not affect its time reversibility.
Examples of classical errors introduced by a discrete convective term are dispersion errors or aliasing errors: they are both
reversible. This is illustrated later in this section by using basic 1D problems.

Although the condition (6) does not imply energy conservation, it obviously implies a symmetry in its evolution. Indeed,
the evolution of the energy of the semi-discrete solution is governed by
1
2

d
dt
ððuh;uhÞhÞ þ ðuh;HhðuhÞÞh ¼ 0; ð7Þ
where ð�; �Þh is defined as
ðuh;vhÞh ¼
1
V

XN

i¼1

uhðxiÞ � vhðxiÞDVi; ð8Þ
where V is the total volume of the domain and DVi is the volume associated to each unknown (here identical). When the sign
of the velocity is changed, Eq. (7) becomes
1
2

d
dt
ðð�uh;�uhÞhÞ þ ð�uh;Hhð�uhÞÞh ¼ 0: ð9Þ
If the scheme satisfies (6), then
d
dt
ðð�uh;�uhÞhÞ ¼ �

d
dt
ððuh;uhÞhÞ: ð10Þ
This relation means that a reversible non-energy conserving schemes that tends to inject or remove energy from the flow in
the forward simulation tends to remove or inject energy, respectively, in the backward simulation. Thus, there is always, at a
certain time (either in the forward or in the backward simulation), an injection of energy that usually leads to a blow up of
the computation. An example of such behavior can be obtained using the PS solver without any dealiasing procedure: the
energy is no longer conserved and the forward simulation blows up. Therefore, energy conservation is a practical require-
ment to pass the time-reversibility test. Furthermore, among all schemes that are stable, i.e.
d
dt
ððuh;uhÞhÞ 6 0 ð11Þ
for any field uh, only energy conserving schemes can be time-reversible since the others cannot satisfy Eq. (10).
Consequently, the key of the time-reversibility lies in the time-stepping scheme. Indeed, the condition (6) is sufficient to

prove the time reversibility of the semi-discrete system (5) because the exact time derivative is invariant to the simulta-
neous change of the sign of the velocity and the reversal of the time-line. For a discrete time integration, if the same invari-
ance holded, it would mean that for any time series fu0;u1;u2; . . . ;un�1;ung being solution of the problem, the time series
f�un;�un�1; . . . ;�u2;�u1;�u0g would also be a solution. So that the fully discrete scheme would be time-reversible. Unfor-
tunately, this does not hold for most time-stepping schemes. For instance, the explicit Euler scheme
unþ1 � un ¼ DtFðunÞ ð12Þ
is clearly not invariant to the simultaneous change of the sign of the velocity and the reversal of the time-line because it then
reads
�un � ð�unþ1Þ ¼ DtFð�unþ1Þ ¼ DtFðunþ1Þ ð13Þ
that is not equivalent to Eq. (12) since FðunÞ 6¼ Fðunþ1Þ. A family of schemes that are invariant and therefore time-reversible
are the time-centered schemes, e.g. Leapfrog, Crank–Nicolson or Pierce’s scheme [11]. The time-stepping schemes that are
used in the present study, i.e. AB2 and RK3, do not satisfy the invariance property: they are not exactly time-reversible.
Therefore, the backward simulation does not coincide exactly with the forward simulation. This ‘‘symmetry error” is
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basically an accumulation of time-stepping errors and so its amplitude naturally depends on the accuracy of the scheme. This
explains that RK3 outperforms AB2.

Although the space discretizations used in this study satisfy the condition (6), it was observed that the time-reversibility
of the fully discrete solver also depends on the space discretization when the same time-stepping is used. Since only irre-
versible time-stepping schemes were used, this denotes a dependence of the time integration errors on the space discreti-
zation. Indeed, basic numerical analysis shows that the time-stepping error on each mode of the solution of a linear problem
is an increasing function of kDt where k is the eigenvalue associated to this mode. For instance, in the case of the 1-D linear
convection equation
ou
ot
þ c

ou
ox
¼ 0; ð14Þ
the eigenvalue of the mode of wave number k is
k ¼ �ick: ð15Þ
When the equation is discretized in space, its eigenvalues become
k ¼ �ickmodðkÞ: ð16Þ
where kmodðkÞ is the modified wave number of the spatial discretization. The key concept here is that k has a similar role as
Dt. So, obviously, different space discretizations with different eigenvalues have different time-stepping errors. Usually,
kmodðkÞ (and thus k) increases when the order of the space discretization increases and therefore, for a fixed time step,
the time-stepping error also increases. Recall that this increasing error, the one relevant for the time-reversibility, is the error
with respect to the exact time integration of the semi-discrete equations and not to the continuous solution. The latter can be
large for low order schemes because of the error induced by the space discretization with respect to the continuous problem.
Furthermore, another way to modifying the eigenvalues of the problem is to modify kmax, i.e. to change the resolution. In-
deed, coarsening the grid reduces the number of modes present in the solution by removing the highest wave number
modes. This also reduces the largest eigenvalue. So, if the time-step is kept constant, the time-stepping error decreases.
And the time-reversibility increases.

The accuracy of the time-stepping also determines the conservation properties of the fully discrete solvers since the space
discretizations used here conserve energy assuming an exact time integration. As already mentioned, k and Dt play similar
roles in the accuracy of the time-stepping and thus, using a higher order space discretization reduces the accuracy and dete-
riorates the energy conservation. As they both depend on the accuracy of the time-stepping, energy conservation and time-
reversibility are clearly correlated.

Even if the above argument has been developed for linear problems, its conclusions are consistent with the results ob-
tained in the 3D benchmark when trev ¼ 8. The inverse dependence of the time-stepping error on the order of the space dis-
cretization explains that the present FD2 solver is better at recovering the initial solution than the other solvers and that the
present FD4 solver is better than the present PS solver. Furthermore, the time-reversibility of the PS solver is improved when
the spectral truncation is added because it removes the highest wave number modes. They are associated to large eigen-
values, i.e. stiff time-evolution problems, and thus with large time-stepping errors. Again, the improvement of the time-
reversibility by the coarsening of the grid can also be explained by the reduction of the maximum eigenvalue due to the
coarsening. In other words, the coarsening removes the stiffest modes of the solution and the problem is better integrated
in time.

However, when trev ¼ 10, it was observed that the PS solver better recovers the initial solution than FD4 and that the
entrophy was increasing at the end of the backward simulation when using FD4 or PSw=oT. The spurious increase of the ens-
trophy was seen to happen when trev is increased and it corresponds to the enhanced increase of the time-reversibility error
seen in Fig. 12. This behavior is probably due to the non-linear interactions of the time-stepping errors. When they become
large, the energy transfer between the different scales is altered. The reversed energy cascade that occurs during the back-
ward simulation can be slowed down or even overwhelmed by a spurious forward cascade that makes the enstrophy in-
crease again. It should be noted that the time-reversibility is then less correlated with energy conservation because the
variation of the global energy is still due to time-stepping errors while the time-reversibility error is mainly due to a bad
distribution of this energy.

These conclusions can be illustrated using 1D examples, that are easier to deal with than the 3D benchmark. Yet, they
provide useful insight into the time-reversibility property.

First, to show that dispersion errors are reversible, we can consider the case of the one-dimensional linear convection
equation (14). The relation equivalent to (6) is then simply
Hhðc;uÞ ¼ Hhð�c;�uÞ: ð17Þ
The exact semi-discrete solution is a sum of modes traveling at a speed ceff depending on the wave number and given by the
dispersion relation of the discretization. The time-reversibility test can be performed on this model equation. The simulation
is run up to the time trev, starting from an arbitrary initial condition. Then the signs of the convection velocity c and of the
field u are changed and the simulation is run again for the same time. It is easy to see that the dispersion errors do not affect
the time reversibility of the scheme because the magnitude of the effective convection velocity of each mode is not affected
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by the time reversal (each mode is convected by the same distance but in opposite directions). Only the amplitude error of
the time integration affects the time reversibility. The results of this test, using the initial condition u ¼ u0 expð�x2=r2Þ, are
shown in Fig. 14. The problem is discretized in space using centered second order finite differences:
Fig. 14.
size is
ctrev=r
(thick d
dui

dt
þ c
ðuiþ1 � ui�1Þ

2h
¼ 0: ð18Þ
The dispersion errors of the scheme are clearly visible at time reversal. However, as they are reversible, the final error is only
due to the small amplitude error revealed by the small variation of energy. We also note that, for such linear equation, the
energy always increases when using AB2 (before and after time reversal), always decreases when using RK3 and is exactly
conserved when using Leapfrog.

A more relevant 1D example is the non-linear inviscid Burgers equation
ou
ot
þ u

ou
ox
¼ 0: ð19Þ
Three second order finite difference discretizations of the convective term HðuÞ can be used:
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Time-reversibility of the linear 1D convection equation using second order finite differences. The initial condition is u=u0 ¼ expð�x2=r2Þ. The grid
h=r ¼ 0:1 and the time is reversed at ct=r ¼ 100. Visualization of the solution obtained using AB2 (above) at times ct=r ¼ 0 (thick dash),
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Hh
adv ¼ui

ðuiþ1 � ui�1Þ
2h

Advective form ð20aÞ

Hh
div ¼

1
2
ðu2

iþ1 � u2
i�1Þ

2h
Divergence form ð20bÞ

Hh
skew ¼

1
3

Hh
adv þ

2
3

Hh
adv Skew-symmetric form: ð20cÞ
Only the skew-symmetric form conserves the energy, even though they all satisfy the condition (6). The results of the
time-reversibility test using the skew-symmetric form (20c) and the same initial condition as in the linear case are
shown in Fig. 15. The exact solution exhibits a discontinuity that cannot be captured by the conservative scheme: it thus
accumulates energy in the smallest scales. The numerical solution is non-physical but is still reversible. The error on the
energy conservation, and thus the time-integration error, is seen to be larger in the non-linear case than in the linear
case. The error increases significantly when the energy starts to pile up in the high wave numbers. Moreover, when using
AB2, the energy decreases monotonically after the time reversal, contrary to the linear case. This is similar to the results
obtained for the 3D Euler equations (see Fig. 2). This partial reversibility of the amplitude errors thus appears to be a
common feature of multi-step schemes applied to non-linear convection equations (it is not the case for the linear con-
vection equation, see Fig. 14). Indeed, it is seen that the leapfrog scheme also exhibits an unstable but reversible behavior
(see Fig. 15). Moreover, since it is a time centered scheme, it is perfectly reversible, while AB2 is not. This non-linear
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effect can likely be related to the change in sign of the skewness after the time reversal in both 1D (Fig. 15) and 3D
(Fig. 16) cases. Finally, it is seen that multi-substep schemes such as RK3 are not time-reversible for both linear and
non-linear problems: they always dissipate energy.

The comparison of the time-history of the energy when using the various discretizations of the convective term is shown
in Fig. 17. The three forms are time-reversible and succeed in recovering the initial condition. However, one must be aware
that the results obtained in this 1D case with non-conservative schemes cannot be reproduced in 3D because of numerical
instabilities.

Finally, and in order to illustrate the reversibility of the aliasing errors, the inviscid Burgers equation can also be solved
using the pseudo-spectral method. The spectral discretization read
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Fig. 17. Time-reversibility of the inviscid Burgers equation using second order finite differences (same setup as Fig. 15). Time history of the energy
ðE� E0Þ=E0 (center) obtained using RK3 and various discretizations of the convective term: Skew-symmetric (thick solid), advective (thin solid) and
divergence (dash).
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Application en physique de l’état solide, océanographie et dynamique des fluides”. The simulations using the second order
scheme were supported by a MPI 60% grant.
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